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Abstract
This research work emphasizes the capability of delivering optically shaped targets through the interaction of nanosecond
laser pulses with high-density gas-jet profiles, and explores proton acceleration in the near-critical density regime via
magnetic vortex acceleration (MVA). Multiple blast waves (BWs) are generated by laser pulses that compress the gas-jet
into near-critical steep gradient slabs of a few micrometres thickness. Geometrical alternatives for delivering the laser
pulses into the gas target are explored to efficiently control the characteristics of the density profile. The shock front
collisions of the generated BWs are computationally studied by 3D magnetohydrodynamic simulations. The efficiency
of the proposed target shaping method for MVA is demonstrated for TW-class lasers by a particle-in-cell simulation.
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1. Introduction

Laser-induced particle acceleration has attracted a great deal
of interest in the scientific community due to its numerous
potential applications in inertial confinement fusion (ICF),
and specifically the proton driven fast ignition scheme[1,2]

and hadron therapy[3,4], as well as due to the fundamental
physics involved. At the beginning of the new millennium,
up to 18 MeV protons were measured[5,6], while protons of
hundreds of MeV are produced in the target normal sheath
acceleration (TNSA) and radiation pressure acceleration
(RPA) regimes[7,8]. In TNSA and RPA, the solid targets
are destroyed upon irradiation and need to be replaced and
repositioned after each laser shot, which does not allow for
their use in high repetition rate proton sources. Gas targets
are considered a promising alternative that supports high
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repetition rates and almost debris-free proton sources[9,10].
The use of gas targets, as sources for proton acceleration, is
still challenging since extremely high densities in the near-
critical density regime are demanded. In the near-critical
density regime the dominant acceleration mechanisms are
magnetic vortex acceleration (MVA)[11], collisionless shock
acceleration (CSA)[12] and Coulomb explosion (CE) from
atomic clusters[13,14], where the generated 10–20 MeV per
nucleon energetic ions achieved a 10-fold energy increase
compared to experiments with solid targets.

Protons and ions have been experimentally accelerated
in the near-critical density regime up to 20 MeV[15–18] per
nucleon by high energy, ns pulse duration, CO2 lasers.
These lasers may access the near-critical density regime
at lower densities due to their longer wavelengths (critical
density ncr ≈ 1019 cm−3, λ = 10 μm), although they are
characterized by low intensities and low repetition rates.
State-of-the-art simulations result in hundreds of MeV up
to 1 GeV of protons accelerated in near-critical density
plasmas via MVA, by super-intense fs laser pulses[19–26].
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To the best of our knowledge, experimental verification of
ion acceleration in the MVA regime with typical fs laser
wavelengths does not exist to date. This is because extremely
dense and sharp plasma profiles are necessary, as implied by
simulations[11,19,20].

In this paper we study the plasma density profile opti-
cal shaping of a long density scale length, high-pressure,
gas-jet via multiple hydrodynamic, Sedov-type blast waves
(BWs) to generate near-critical, steep density gradient, gas
target profiles, optimized for proton acceleration[17,18,27–29].
The generation and evolution of the BWs are simulated by
the 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) code, FLASH[30]. A
nanosecond Nd:YAG laser pulse of 835 mJ energy shapes
the BWs and ZEUS, a 45 TW, 23 fs, 1.1 J energy Ti:sapphire
laser, delivers the interaction pulse on the target for proton
acceleration. The profile tailoring is performed by the optical
shaping of one to four simultaneous Sedov BWs, generated
by parallel or by intersecting laser pulses in different geo-
metric variations. The laser and gas-jet parameters adopted
in our study are based on the experimental infrastructure of
the Institute of Plasma Physics and Lasers (IPPL) to explore
and optimize the design of our experimental campaign on
MVA. Our findings suggest that with the use of four BWs
in association with certain geometrical variations for deliv-
ering the nanosecond laser pulses into the gas target, the
desirable target profile may be optically shaped. It should be
noted here that the combinations of the alternative angular
layouts, in the case of using intersecting laser pulses, are
countless. Therefore, the angle of 60o is adopted in the
test cases where two and three intersecting ns laser pulses
are set in plane, at the parametrically determined optimal
position, as explained in Section 2. Even though the highest
compression of the gas target may be delivered by the
collision of many BWs, alternative layouts of low numbers of
BWs exhibit target characteristics that are favourable for the
proton acceleration experiments of our interest. Furthermore,
the experimental setup to be developed for the generation of
more than four BWs cannot be considered feasible. There-
fore, our research work is focused on the investigation of
the optimal optically shaped profile by up to four BWs
based on alternative geometrical layouts. The efficiency of
the ZEUS laser as an MVA proton accelerator is demon-
strated by particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using the 45 TW
pulse.

2. Blast wave simulations

2.1. Physical and numerical modelling

The modular, parallel, multiphysics simulation code FLASH
is used to model the BWs in H gas-jet targets. The evolution
of a BW can be considered as a point source explosion
and is described by a Sedov self-similar approximation.
Thus, the time-dependent velocity of a BW is given by

the following:

vsh = 2
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where a = 1, 2, 3 is the dimensionality of the shock,
for shocks with plane, cylindrical or spherical symmetry,
respectively, E is the energy released, ρ is the mass density
of the undisturbed medium, γ is the heat capacity ratio and
Cγ,a is a dimensionless constant that depends on γ and a.
The Sedov solution is valid for homogeneous gas densities
and instantaneous energy deposition to an infinitesimally
small region[17,18,27]. The density distribution varies within
a gas-jet and the laser energy is gradually absorbed, while
absorption saturation takes place in the high electron tem-
perature regions. Therefore, 3D MHD models are developed
to simulate the gas-jet profile while interacting with the ns
shaped laser pulse, which are able to describe the aforemen-
tioned mechanisms. The model developed for this study is
based on a customized version, the 3D LaserSlab test case
provided by FLASH. FLASH handles general compressible
flow problems by solving the Euler system of equations for
compressible gas dynamics[30].

For the generation of the BWs, a 1064 nm wavelength,
835 mJ energy laser pulse of 6 ns duration at the 1/e of
the maximum intensity, with a Gaussian spatial profile and a
trapezoidal temporal profile ramping from 29 to 195 MW
focused down to a focal spot of 10 μm diameter is used.
This pulse delivers intensities up to 8.5 × 1013 W cm–2, with
a Rayleigh length of 295 μm. A 100 mm focusing lens is
used for the tight focusing, while a variety of focal spots
with diameters ranging from 10 to 60 μm are tested. As
shown in Figure 1(a), the laser pulse is focused on various
longitudinal distances from the centre of the gas-jet ranging
between 100 and 150 μm. The pulse is split to generate up to
four sub pulses for the generation of up to four simultaneous
BWs. The developed model includes ray tracing, while each
pulse is simulated by 20 × 103 rays. The model includes
the opacity tabulated equation-of-state (EOS) IONMIX4,
defined over a temperature-density grid, to calculate the
absorption, the emission and the transmission of the laser
pulse throughout the H gas target.

The atomic hydrogen gas (H) is described by the H EOS.
The laser intensity delivered to the target has a minimum
value of 1.25 × 1013 W cm–2. Thus, a molecular hydrogen
gas (H2) would be dissociated to H extremely quickly due to
its low dissociation energy of 4.52 eV per bond at 298 K[31].
H2 molecules are ionized in fs time scales and the remaining
positive nuclei are separated via CEs. Therefore, in our
study, a H2 gas interacting with an intense laser pulse is
described by the atomic H EOS having a specific heat ratio
γ = 5/3. The gas density is modelled as a 3D Gaussian

profile with n = n0e
− 1

300×10−6

(
x2+0.2y2+z2

)
, to decay to a lower
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Figure 1. The H density distribution of a single BW at t = 0 ns (a) and at t = 3 ns (b).

rate, in the Y-direction where the gas-jet propagates. The
initial temperature of hydrogen is set to 0.11 eV. The H
gas is initially 5% ionized, while the degree of ionization
is calculated during the simulation, using the H tabulated
EOS, as a function of the H temperature and density. The
5% degree of ionization, introduced as initial condition to the
model, is the artificial percentage adopted for the laser rays
to heat the gas while penetrating it[30]. The internal energy
and the pressure are also computed by the same EOS. At
(X, Y, Z) = (0, 250, 0), the initial gas-jet density is 8.73 ×
1019 atoms/cm3 which corresponds to the 5% ncr of λ =
800 nm and to approximately 100 bars of backing pressure.

The simulation run time is monitored and ranges from
5 to 10 ns having an initial time step of 0.1 fs and a Courant–
Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number equal to 0.4. The 3D com-
putational domain has a size of XYZ = 800 μm × 600 μm ×
800 μm. Each side of the domain is divided into 16 cells
upon initialization. The adaptive mesh refinement (AMR),
which is set to a minimum level of 3 (64 cells) with a max-
imum level of 5 (512 cells), is applied at the initial timestep
and results in a final cell size of 1.56 μm × 1.17 μm ×
1.56 μm. The hydro and conductivity boundary conditions
are set to ‘outflow’ (zero-gradient boundary conditions),
allowing shocks to propagate freely out of the domain bound-
aries. The hybrid Riemann hydrodynamic solver is used.
The simulations of the developed models are performed
on the high-performance computer (HPC) of the Advanced
Research Information System (ARIS) of the Greek National
Infrastructures for Research and Technology (GRNET) on
10–20 thin nodes of 20 cores and 56 GB memory[32].

2.2. Exploiting BW dynamics

2.2.1. A single BW
To identify the optimal vertical focusing position on the
Z-axis, a parametric study is performed for the case of a
single laser pulse irradiating the H gas-jet. This numerical
study provides the gas compression of a single BW and

delivers the reference compression factor (Cref) for compar-
ison with the cases of multiple BWs, which follows in the
next sections. The laser pulse interacts with the H gas-jet
at Y = 250 μm. There, the initial peak density is 8.73×
1019 atoms/cm3, corresponding to the 5% of ncr for λ =
800 nm, while for Y values close to zero, the density becomes
approximately 30% greater. Since the gas density values are
higher for low Y values, as Figure 1 shows, the shock front
is expected to succeed an optimum compression at the lower
left quadrant of the cylindrical BW. A compression factor C
is defined to be the ratio of the gas density, at any given time t
on a specific set of coordinates, over the initial density at the
same coordinates at t = 0 ns. Accordingly, we present the
H density profiles correlated to the highest C and steepest-
gradient scale lengths (ls) of interest. The density profiles are
presented by plotting the H mass density denoted by n/ncr.

A close look at the computational results shown in
Figures 1(a) and (b) plotted within the grid of the domain
indicates that the fine grid (AMR level = 5) results in smooth
colour-map interpolations versus the coarse grid, initially
used at t = 0 ns (AMR level = 3). As expected, Figure 1(b)
shows that the maximum H density values appear at the
lower left quadrant of the cylindrical BW. It must be noticed
that in the generated BW of Figure 1(a), the well-known
‘carbuncle phenomenon’, originally reported by Peery and
Imlay[33], is clearly observed. This numerical instability
leads to the characteristic deformation of the shock front,
when a high Mach number shock wave propagates aligned
to the computational grid, even if alternative solvers were
used[34–36]. The ‘carbuncle phenomenon’ diminishes when
low-energy pulses are used, due to the lower BW front
velocity. Furthermore, the peak H density and C do not
align to the centre of the BW front. Therefore, without
loss of generality, this numerical instability does not affect
the simulation results of our physical models, as was also
indicated in Ref. [27].

A first scan on the Z-axis is performed for a constant
Y value equal to 250 μm. The H density profile lineouts
of the focused beam at Z = 100, 120 and 150 μm are
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Figure 2. The H density profile lineouts of the focused beam at Y = 250 μm, Z = 100, 120 and 150 μm at t = 1.8, 3.1 and 4.9 ns, respectively, when the
shock front reaches the centre of the gas-jet (a). Lineouts of the H density evolution at Y = 200 μm and Z = 120 μm, where the compression of the BW
front is maximized at t = 1.6 ns (b).

demonstrated in Figure 2(a) at the time when the BW front
reaches the centre of the gas-jet. It is determined that the
maximum C values are achieved at Z = 120 μm, and this
optimal longitudinal distance is kept fixed to the simulations
that follow. Figure 2(b) presents the evolution of C for Z =
120 μm. At t = 1.6 ns and Y = 200 μm, the peak value of
C = 3.7 is approached, and is further decreasing with time to
C = 2.7, when the shock front reaches the centre of the gas-
jet. As already noted, the peak H density of the shock front is
greater at the bottom left quadrant of the BW, and the same
observation holds when focusing at Z = 100 and 150 μm,
even if the C values remain always lower than the peak value
of 3.7 at Z = 120 μm. The computed C values are close
to the strong shock limit, c = γ+1

γ−1 = 4.0, with γ being 1.67
for the atomic H. The BW front is characterized by a steep
gradient, with a full width of 18.0 μm at 1/e of the H density,
resulting in a scale length of the H density profile of ls =
9.0 μm. This profile is much narrower than the H density
profile at the centre of the gas-jet, at t = 3.1 ns, where ls =
18.0 μm. Furthermore, a long scale length H density pedestal
is observed and corresponds to the untailored part of the
gas-jet.

The laser pulse energy absorption is almost zero at the
focal spot and radially increases while approaching the BW
front. This is attributed to the absorption coefficient of
Bremsstrahlung K ∝ T−3/2

e :

K = υei

c

(
ne

ncr

)(
1− ne

ncr

)−1/2

, (2)

where υei is the electron–ion collision frequency given by the
following:
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3(2π)
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2
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3
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where Z is the atomic number, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,
me is the electron mass, KB is the Boltzmann constant and

ln� is the Coulomb logarithm. Figure 3(a) presents the
electron temperature Te (solid lines) and the ion temperature
Ti (dashed lines) at Y = 250 μm. Since Te is extremely
high at the focal spot, the absorption is therefore reduced,
following Equation (3), as Figure 3(b) shows for various
moments from 0 to 3.1 ns. At the same time, the diffracted
rays are absorbed in the regions around the focal spot and
close to the shock front where Te is significantly lower[16,17].
According to Figure 3(b), at the early times of the simulation,
when the electrons are almost cold, the absorption takes
place close to the radius of the laser focal spot. At later times,
the absorption takes place in the area surrounding the shock
front radius. It should be noted that the percentage of the
energy absorption is not increasing with time, while the laser
intensity increases until t = 2 ns.

2.2.2. Dual BWs
Since the optimal focusing coordinates for the generation
of the optimal single BW are determined, the case of dual
BWs is studied, based on the findings of the previous section.
The impact of the two shock fronts propagating until frontal
collision is exploited for the generation of a steep density
gradient, that is, density target profiles. The laser pulse
is split into two identical pulses of E = 417.5 mJ each,
deposited biaxially to the centre of the peak H density of
the gas-jet for Y = 250 μm and Z = ±120 μm. Two
geometrical setups are investigated, as Figure 4 shows, since
the two laser pulses may be delivered within the gas-jet in
parallel or by intersecting at an angle. In the second case,
we chose to set the intersecting laser pulses at an angle of
60o. This safe choice of the angle is adopted by the models
to result in comparable findings, since the same angle will
be further used at the triple BWs to form an equilateral
triangle. Furthermore, the experimental implementation of
the intersecting laser pulses setup at 60o, is feasible and the
simplest to deliver.

The low energies of the two laser pulses do not signif-
icantly affect the C of the BWs. The peak densities and
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Figure 3. Temperatures of electrons Te and ions Ti at Y = 250 μm when t = 5.1 ps, 1.0 and 3.1 ns (a). Laser pulse energy density absorption rate by the H
gas at the same times (b).

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the two alternative setups, in 3D and a 2D section top-view, of the generation of the dual BWs with the two laser
pulses delivered (a) in parallel and (b) by intersecting at an angle of 60o.

the propagation distance of the BWs along the Z-axis are
demonstrated in Figure 5. The magenta dashed-dotted line
corresponds to the single BW. The blue solid line corre-
sponds to the BWs generated by the two parallel pulses, at
the same time and distance (Y = 220 μm, Z = 120 μm). The
single BW has propagated approximately 8 μm further than
each of the dual BWs at t = 2.4 ns and has a peak H density
only approximately 5% higher than each of the dual BWs.
The H density profile, generated by the dual BW collision,
is extremely steep, having ls = 6.8 μm. This steep profile
structure maintains the achieved peak H density of 0.30ncr

for almost 240 ps and a steep gradient, having ls ≤ 10 μm for
approximately 600 ps. At 3.6 ns the peak compression C =
6.4 is achieved.

The H is ionized earlier than t = 40 ps at the region where
it interacts with the laser. The degree of ionization as well
as the Te is demonstrated in Figure 6. At t = 3.6 ns, when
the two BW fronts collide, the compressed region ionization
is 5%, which was the input initial condition of the model’s
ionization degree. At the region of interaction, Te = 70 eV
and Ti = 17 eV, while at the BW collision region the species
are in thermal equilibrium, Te = Ti = 1.2 eV.
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Figure 5. The H density profile lineouts of the focused beam at Y = 220 μm, Z = 120 μm at t = 0.8, 2.4 and 3.6 ns. The dashed-dotted magenta line
corresponds to the single BW at t = 2.4 ns to emphasize the peak H density and propagation distance of the dual BWs compared to the single BW.

Figure 6. The ionization degree at Y = 220 μm, where the maximum compression is indicated (a) and the electron temperatures at the focal spots at Y =
250 μm (b).

In the second setup, where the dual BWs are gener-
ated by the two intersecting pulses, the compressed, near-
critical density profile has significantly different features
compared to the case of the parallel laser pulses. The two
BWs spatially expand at an angle of 60o. The propagat-
ing BWs overlap at the intersection point of the cross-
ing paths of the two laser pulses and their fronts collide
at subsequent points along the X-axis, instead of collid-
ing at the centre of the gas-jet. The H gas compression
starts at t = 0.5 ns at the region where the two laser
beams intersect (X, Z) = (–220, 0) and the compressed
structure propagates along the X-direction for the rest of
the simulation time. Hence, the highly compressed profile
maintains its H density and steep gradient scale length for
nanoseconds. The compression achieved using this setup
is very efficient, having a maximum C = 10.8 that corre-
sponds to a H density n= 0.57ncr. Figure 7 shows that the
sharp-gradient H density is ls = 8.0 μm at Y = 200 μm
along the Z-axis, having ls = 9.6 μm along the X-axis.
It is noted that the low-density peaks that are observed
in Figure 7(a) at Z = ±200 μm correspond to the shock

fronts of the BWs that counter propagate outwards at the
lower density region of the initial gas-jet density ramp. A
compression factor higher than 7 is maintained for a long
time, even more than 2.5 ns. This behaviour is favourable
for proton acceleration experiments due to the large, ns-
scaled time window offered for synchronization with the
main laser beam. In addition, the absence of a low-density
pedestal before the propagating compressed shock front is
observed.

It is important to note that in this setup the main fs laser
pulse, which will accelerate the protons, may be delivered
to the dense shaped profile either along the Z or the X
direction, since these unique characteristics are maintained
for nanoseconds. Figure 8(a) shows that in the setup of the
two parallel beams, a high-density conical profile is formed
on the XY plane, with a characteristic small thickness of
a few micrometres on the Z-axis. In contrast, Figure 8(b)
shows that when the laser beams are intersected at an angle
of 60o, the profile is shaped to a very thin column that
propagates along the X-axis, as additionally Figure 7(b)
shows.
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Figure 7. (a) Lineouts of the compression factor along the Z-axis at Y = 200 μm. The maximum compression is indicated for t = 0.6, 1.3, 2.1 ns.
(b) Lineouts of the compression factor along the X-axis at various times from 0 to 4.3 ns.

Figure 8. The H density n/ncr of the optically shaped targets, referencing the two alternative setups presented in Figure 4, on the 2D planes YX, ZX and ZY,
with the two laser pulses (a) delivered in parallel and (b) by intersecting at an angle of 60o.

2.2.3. Triple BWs
The shaping of the profile generated by single and by double
laser pulse setups in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 is further
investigated, with respect to the H density compression.
Therefore, the same ns laser pulse is here split in three pulses
of 835/3 mJ each. Following the study performed for the
dual BWs, two setups are again adopted to generate the triple
BWs. Figure 9(a) shows the three parallel laser pulses. Two
of them are set biaxially at Y = 250 μm and Z = ±120 μm,
while the third one is focused at Y = 457 μm above the
axis origin. The second setup of the three intersecting laser
pulses, at an angle of 60o as discussed in the previous
paragraph, is presented in Figure 9(b) at Y = 250 μm,
forming an equilateral triangle of 378.5 μm sides, and its

barycentre positioned over the axis origin. The choice of this
angle secures the feasibility of the experimental setup and
provides a triangularly symmetric compression of the target.

At the first setup, the initial H density at the focusing spot
of the two in-plane pulses is 25% greater than the H density
at the spot where the third pulse is focused. It is observed that
the maximum compression is C = 9.0 and corresponds to an
H density n = 0.38ncr. The evolution of the H density and
C of the triple BWs, and their behaviour when they collide,
is presented in Figure 10. The two BWs, generated in-plane,
have the same characteristics as the BWs generated by the
dual parallel BW setup (see Figure 8(b)), while the third BW
forces the over-compression of the gas. The H density profile
gradient is less steep, with ls = 15.0 μm. The ionization
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Figure 9. 3D schematic representation of the two alternative setups for the generation of the triple BWs with the three laser pulses delivered in parallel (a)
and by intersecting (b).

Figure 10. H density lineouts along the Z-axis at t = 1.4, 3.2 and 5.1 ns at Y = 325 μm (a). Isosurface contour plot of the triple parallel laser pulses shaped,
BW collision (b) and the H density distribution on the XY, Z = 0 plane (c).

degree of the compressed region is again approximately 5%,
while the electron temperature is Te = 1.2 eV.

At the second setup of the triple intersecting laser pulses,
the collision of the BWs takes place at a small region, shap-
ing a cylindrical high-density profile, as Figure 11 shows.

The three BWs collide 4 ns after their generation and deliver
a maximum C = 13.4, which corresponds to a H density of
n = 0.64ncr. Although the compression of the gas achieved
is very efficient, the shaped profile has a ls = 19.0 μm and a
low-density pedestal of approximately 180 μm.
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Figure 11. H density lineouts along the Z-axis at t = 1.1, 2.4 and 3.4 ns at Y = 275 μm (a). Isosurface contour plot of the triple intersecting laser pulses
shaped, BW collision (b) and the H density distribution on the XY, Z = 0 plane (c).

Figure 12. Schematic representation of the two alternative setups for the generation of the quadruple BWs, with the four laser pulses delivered in parallel
(a) and perpendicularly, in pairs (b).

2.2.4. Quadruple BWs
According to the previous paragraph, the triple colliding
BW shaped profile results in a higher compression, but
with low scale lengths of spatial compression. Therefore,
the quadruple split of the 835 mJ laser pulse is here
investigated. Following the study performed for the two
alternative setups before, four ns pulses are here set in
parallel in pairs, at Y = 250 and 490 μm, as presented
in Figure 12(a). In the second setup, the four pulses intersect

perpendicularly to each other, at Y = 250 μm, as
Figure 12(b) shows.

In the four parallel laser pulses setup, compression behaves
similarly to the previous parallel laser pulses setups, with
C = 9.7 at Y = 390 μm, and a spatial scale length ls =
9.0 μm. As Figure 13 shows, the compression geometry
of the setup generates long scale length pedestals in every
direction, crucial for proton acceleration by ncr mechanisms.
The ionization degree at the region of BW collision is again
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Figure 13. H density lineouts along the Z-axis at t = 5.1, 6.4 and 7.6 ns at Y = 390 μm (a). Isosurface contour plot of the quadruple parallel in pairs of
laser pulses shaped, BW collision (b) and the H density distribution on the XY, Z = 0 plane (c).

approximately 5%, while the electron temperature is 1.12 eV,
in agreement with the results presented herein.

The setup of the four in-plane, perpendicularly intersecting
laser pulses results in an extremely high compression, C =
24.8, that corresponds to a H density of n = 1.15ncr with
ls = 6.8 μm. The density evolution is presented in Figure 14.
The high compression, sharp scale length structure lives only
for approximately 200 ps, although low-density pedestals do
not exist, which is very beneficial for the propagation of
the fs super-intense main laser pulse of the acceleration. As
expected, the ionization degree at the point of compression
is approximately 6%, while the Te = 1.5 eV. Due to the
complicated geometry, the H density profiles are radially
varying, for example, along the X- or Z-axis and a low-
density pedestal exists, while in the X–Z diagonal such
pedestals do not exist.

2.3. BW target profile shaping performance

The profile tailoring was performed by the optical shap-
ing of one to four simultaneous Sedov BWs, generated by

parallel or by intersecting laser pulses. The simulation results
presented in Section 2.2 clearly reveal that even two BWs
may deliver target profiles capable of MVA. Furthermore,
the exploitation of the three and four colliding BWs reveals
that even if the highest compression of the gas-jet target
is delivered by the collision of many BWs and alternative
setups, the two BWs collision exhibits target characteristics
that are favourable for the proton acceleration experiments
of our interest. In addition, the experimental setup to be
developed for the generation of more than four BWs is not
considered feasible or realistic.

The setup where parallel laser pulses are used demon-
strates that C is not really affected by the number of BWs
generated. In Figure 15(a) the blue and red points represent
the C of one to four BWs generated by the parallel and the
intersecting laser pulses setups, respectively. The dual BWs
generated by the parallel laser pulses profile almost tripled
the compression of the gas compared to the profile shaped by
the single BW, but C is in a plateau. In contrast, C increases
exponentially in relation to the number of BWs when the
intersecting laser pulses setups are used. It must be noticed
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Figure 14. H density lineouts along the X–Z diagonal at t = 1.3, 2.6 and 4.2 ns at Y = 270 μm (a). Isosurface contour plot of the quadruple perpendicularly
intersecting in pairs of laser pulses shaped, BW collision with a zoomed detail of the transverse profile (b) and the H density distribution on the XY, Z = 0
plane (c).

that the dual BW profile, generated by the intersecting
laser pulses, provides one of the steepest-gradient H density
profiles with ls = 8.0 μm along the Z-axis and ls = 9.6 μm
along the X-axis. In addition, the near-critical density profile
remains shaped for approximately 1.5 ns, an ideally long
period that is needed for synchronization with the fs main
pulse that enables the proton acceleration experiments.

The four BWs generated by the intersecting laser pulses
shape the steepest-gradient scale length profiles with ls =
6.8 μm, without low-density pedestals. Figure 15(b) shows
the compression factor ratio between the two alternative
setups. It is observed that when more than two colliding
BWs are generated, the effectiveness of the profile shaping
is affected. Nevertheless, for higher H density target profiles,
only the intersecting laser pulse setups overcome the stag-
nated compression behaviour.

The H density demanded from MVA to perform via the
45 TW fs laser pulse of the ZEUS laser is approximately
0.5ncr–2ncr, depending on the scale length of the target pro-
file, as is thoroughly discussed in the following sections. All
the aforementioned simulations are performed with an initial
density of 0.05ncr (= 8.73 × 1019 cm−3) at Y = 250 μm,

while at Y = 0 μm the H density is 28% higher. The
range of the delivered peak densities for C = 3.7–24.5 is
from 0.16ncr to 1.15ncr. Simulations of 0.075ncr and 0.25ncr

initial densities were additionally performed and resulted in
a similar behaviour regarding the compression factor and the
target scale length.

3. Magnetic vortex acceleration

Nowadays, MVA is considered as the most efficient proton–
ion acceleration mechanism in terms of particle energy
scaling with laser power[19–26]. MVA demands extremely
sharp and dense gas target profiles with accurate density
distributions in certain spatiotemporal domains. Therefore,
to the authors’ knowledge, experimental demonstrations by
Ti:sapphire high-power, fs laser systems have not yet been
reported. When an intense fs laser pulse propagates in an
under-dense gas, the ncr density regions can be penetrated
and ponderomotively expel electrons, thus creating a low
electron density channel into the gas target. Therefore, a pos-
itively charged region behind the pulse is formed, since the
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Figure 15. The compression factor C (a) and the compression ratio n/(n–1) (b) of the two alternative setups simulated in relation to the number of BWs.

ion’s response time is very slow. The laser pulse accelerates
the electrons in its wake as it propagates through the channel
in a thin electron filament that results in a strong electric
current, while the cold electrons of the channel walls propa-
gate backwards and generate a return current. As a result, a
strong azimuthal quasistatic magnetic field is generated and
stays confined in the channel. The propagation of the pulse
through the channel is approximated by the propagation of
an electromagnetic (EM) field into a waveguide. As the laser
pulse penetrates the dense region and escapes from the rear
of the target, the confined magnetic field starts to expand
in the transverse direction, generating a strong longitudinal
electric field, which accelerates the protons (H+) and the
ions. The findings presented in Section 2 provide the details
needed for the optical shaping of the target profiles and,
moreover, the optimal spatiotemporal parameters demanded
for the perfect synchronization of the accelerating main fs
laser pulse of ZEUS.

The interaction of the ZEUS main pulse with the steep
gradient, near-critical density target profile is simulated by
the PIC code EPOCH[37,38]. The standard PIC method is
implemented using the Boris pusher and the Yee solver, and
the current density is computed by the Villasenor and Bune-
man scheme. The 3D models are developed in a domain of
size 80 μm × 40 μm × 40 μm, discretized by 1600 × 400 ×
400 cells[19,26]. Unionized H gas is considered, following the
results of the MHD simulations presented in Section 2. The
field ionization module of EPOCH is switched on and the H
ionization energy is set to be 13.6 eV. Furthermore, up to four
macroparticles per cell, of the fifth particle shape function
order, are considered for the simulations to converge[38].
Further increase of the number of macroparticles and cells
significantly increases the computational demands, while the
computed energy of the accelerated particles is not affected

due to convergence to reliable results by means of physics,
computational and runtime demands. The density distribu-
tion of the particles resulting from the MHD simulations
is n ∝ exp (x/ls) according to the H density profile of the
quadruple perpendicularly intersecting laser pulse setup. The
temperature of electrons and ions is set to Te = Ti = 1.5 eV
following the FLASH MHD results, at the region where
the BWs collide. The laser pulse is modelled as a linearly
polarized Gaussian beam of energy EL = 1.1 J and a pulse
duration τFWHM = 23 fs, focused on a spot of 3 μm diameter
at full width at half maximum (FWHM), corresponding to
an intensity of I = 4.5 × 1020 W/cm2 with a normalized
vector potential a0 = 14.5 at the central wavelength λ =
805 nm. The Rayleigh length of the pulse is ZR = 35.1 μm.
The simulation time is set to be 600 fs with a timestep of
0.13 fs. The simulations are performed on the HPC of the
ARIS at the GRNET on 25 nodes of 20 cores. The simulation
wall-clock runtimes range from 8 to 32 hours for the 3D
models[32].

The criteria for the best compression and the absence
of the low-density pedestal are set to select the best H
density profile shape, as discussed in Section 2. Therefore,
the profile shaped by the quadruple BWs is selected and
introduced to the 3D PIC model for the MVA simulations.
Demonstrative PIC simulation results show that the H+

acquire their maximum kinetic energy before 500 fs. The
main characteristics of the accelerated proton beam, as well
as the dimensions of the waveguide at t = 600 fs, are
shown in Figures 16(a) and 16(b), where isosurface contours
are used to plot the H+ density. The inner diameter of the
waveguide is approximately 8 μm. The proton and electron
energy spectra are shown in Figure 16(c) at t = 600 fs, where
the cut-off proton kinetic energy is approximately 16.5 MeV.
The maximum proton energy scales with the laser power
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Figure 16. Ionized H+ density (nH+ / ncr) results of the MVA. The main pulse of ZEUS interacts with the quadruple perpendicularly intersecting laser pulse
BWs, shaped profile: (a) left view (XY, Z = –20 μm), at t = 600 fs; (b) isometric and front view (ZY, X = 80 μm), at t = 600 fs; (c) H+ and electron energy
spectra, where the cut-off proton kinetic energy is approximately 16.5 MeV, at t = 600 fs. (d) Temporal evolution of the azimuthal magnetic field Bz of the
vortex at t = 200, 250 and 300 fs.

∝ P0.735, coming into agreement with the laser power scaling
law[19]. At t = 400 fs, the H+ have acquired their maximum
energy. The maximum energy that the electrons acquire, at
t = 175 fs, is approximately 110 MeV before losing their
energy during the process of proton acceleration. Later than
t = 175 fs, their energy decreases quickly, and by t = 475 fs
it becomes approximately 13 MeV. The absorption of the
pulse energy by the accelerated electrons is 45.6%. The total
energy of electrons is computed at t = 250 fs when the
laser pulse exits from the plasma channel and the electron
energy is very high, while the H+ have not yet acquired their
energy. Moreover, Figure 16(d) shows the temporal evolution
of the induced azimuthal magnetic field Bz after the laser
pulse penetrates the peak density of the target. The maximum
value of Bz exceeds 0.5 × 105 T (colourbar saturated at
0.2 × 105 T).

4. Conclusions

In this work, the over-compression of gas-jet targets into
near-critical density steep gradient slabs of a few microme-
tres thickness is investigated to deliver optically shaped
optimal density profiles for MVA. Seven setups of ns laser
pulses are appropriately focused, after a parametric scan,
on the optimal positions inside the gas-jet. BWs are gen-
erated and their features upon collision are explored. The
setup of four perpendicularly intersecting pulses delivers an
extreme compression of C = 24.8 eliminating the need of
further increasing the number of BWs. The efficiency of the

proposed target shaping method for MVA is demonstrated
for the fs main pulse of the ZEUS laser by a PIC simulation.

The generation and performance of the colliding BWs is
studied for dual, triple and quadruple ns laser pulse setups
with reference to a single BW. The FLASH code simulation
results of the MHD models identify that the split of the ns
laser pulse energy, even to four pulses, does not significantly
affect the efficiency of each individually generated BW.
The profile, optically shaped by the dual parallel ns laser
pulses, delivers a significantly higher compression (C = 6.4)
compared to the single BW, while the dual intersecting laser
pulse setup delivers a compression 4.4 times more efficient
(C = 10.8). Furthermore, the optically shaped profile by the
dual intersecting ns laser pulses maintains its sharp-gradient
H density for more than 2.5 ns in contrast to the few hundreds
of ps of the profiles shaped by the parallel laser pulse setups.
This long living profile is favourable for proton acceleration
experiments, due to the large, nanosecond-scale, temporal
window offered for synchronization with the main laser
beam. A slightly higher compression (C = 9.0) is achieved
by the triple parallel ns laser pulse setup shaped profile,
but its efficiency is not improved. The triple intersecting ns
laser pulse setup delivers a compression C = 13.4, with a
sharp scale length free of low-density pedestals, which is
very beneficial for the propagation of the fs super-intense
main laser pulse of the acceleration. The collision of the
quadruple BWs, generated by the parallel ns laser pulses
setup, does not significantly increase the compression (C =
9.7) and, furthermore, long scale length pedestals exist in
every direction. The setup of four perpendicularly intersect-
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ing pulses delivers an over-compression of C = 24.8 with a
sharp scale length ls = 6.8 μm. This profile does not include
low-density pedestals, and maintains its compression for a
period of approximately 200 ps.

A 3D PIC model is developed in the EPOCH PIC code
to simulate the MVA proton acceleration on the steep-
est and more compressed profile density target determined
(C = 24.8). The simulation results agree with the laser power
scaling law[19] and with the analytical model of Bulanov
et al.[20,21], since accelerated proton energies of approxi-
mately 16.5 MeV are computed. The influence of the 3D
density target profiles on MVA, when the transverse density
gradients are considered, will be further studied in detail in
the near future.

This numerical study identified the optimal optical shaping
parameters to be implemented under the experimental cam-
paign at the IPPL[39]. The high-density gas-jet target will be
delivered by a Haskel air-driven hydrogen gas booster, model
86997-ATEX (AGT-62/152 modified for hydrogen service),
which is able to support 1000 bar of backing pressure, along
with a Clark Cooper Solenoid valve EX30- 041-D024-HY.
A Q-smart 850 Nd:YAG laser will be used for the generation
of the BWs in a vacuum chamber of 60 cm diameter. This
setup will be installed in the main vacuum chamber of 1.5 m
diameter where ZEUS laser pulses will irradiate the near-
critical density target. The fs TW laser pulse of ZEUS will
be focused on the gas target using a 15 μm focal length and a
30o off-axis parabola, which is capable of focusing to a 3 μm
FWHM focal spot. In parallel, computational research of
the efficiency and limitations of the dual intersecting ns
laser pulse setup, which was found to be promising and
favourable for our experimental campaign plans, will be
performed. This setup was found to be capable of delivering
an efficient compression of the gas-jet target within a ns-
scaled time window, which is identical for synchronization
with the ZEUS main fs laser pulse. The influence of the
density target profiles on MVA, including the transverse
density gradients, will be also explored. Various angles of the
intersecting laser pulses and different gas densities will be
parametrically modelled and simulated for the identification
of the parameters that will maximize the time window
within the optically shaped profile while maintaining its
compression.
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